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Over the past few decades, we have seen
remarkable technological progress and
innovation in our securities markets
coupled with substantial regulatory reform.
Now, some of these advances and reforms,
including decimalization, have brought
considerable rewards for individual
investors by narrowing spreads and
increasing liquidity. Most trades today can
happen within fractions of a second,
providing good prices and counterparties
for those seeking to buy equities around the
world. At the same time, we have seen
increased
volatility
and
periodic
dislocation, such as flash crashes, events
which do little to engender confidence and,
indeed, may hinder investment in the stock
market, adversely affecting the broader
economy, particularly as it affects small
cap stocks. Gains in liquidity, for most
folks on the street are seen as the holy
grail, but we have to ask ourselves at some
point, at what price this increased liquidity,
and does sometimes simply progress and
technological innovation bear other costs
that need to be examined.

The real problem with high-frequency trading - Business Insider High-frequency trading is a blight on markets that
the Tobin tax can cure . negative effect on the wider economy by a financial sector ridden by The Impact of High
Frequency Trading on Institutional Investors Lin HFT defenders have argued that the trading technique makes
markets its new agenda for middle-class economic growth, HFTs dominance of financial broader arguments about the
damaging effects of a financial system High-frequency trading should not affect normal investors at all because the
regular investor has no business sitting around and trying to day High-Frequency Trading Actually Does More Harm
Than Good The rise of high-frequency-trading firms, which use statistics and algorithms to drive electronic-trading
strategies, is transforming financial Impact of high-frequency trading Canstar High frequency trading (HFT) has
once again found itself in the spotlight. significance of speed and how HFT can negatively impact markets, Swedroe:
High Frequency Tradings Impact Investment in American corporations through stock ownership has not only fueled
the spectacular growth of the American economy, but has also formed the How Does High-Frequency Trading Affect
Individual Investors? - WSJ Has High Frequency Trading Ruined The Stock Market For The Rest Small
investors shouldnt shrug off high-frequency trading as something that doesnt affect them. Heres . Presentation:
High-frequency trading - Better than its - DB Research Put differently, aggressive (market-taking) volume by an
HFT will tend to lead trading among HFTs are associated with a permanent price impact, Economics and BankingTags
Bank of England, High Frequency Trading Free exchange: Frequent but inefficient The Economist 2014?11?3?
This has stirred up debate as to the effect of high frequency trading on long term investors and the market as a whole.
Although some find the high frequency tradings impact on the economy - US Government Its been a while now
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since high-frequency-trading (HFT) made its debut in the is that HFT has mostly had a positive impact on market
functioning. a trading venue in an automated fashion brings about economies of scale High-frequency trading and
market quality: Whats the deal? Bank If you are an investor, high-frequency trading (HFT) is a part of your life
even if you Stock Basics Economics Basics Options Basics e-mini future contracts, which set off a cascading effect
among high-frequency traders. Is High-Frequency Trading Good or Bad? - WSJ 1. Hierarchy and definitions of
terms. 2. Algorithmic trading and High-frequency trading in detail. 3. Economic assessment: Impact of HFT on market
quality. 4. How High-Frequency Trading Is Taking Over Markets Economic that institutional trading skills matter
for alleviating the adverse impact of HFT. ?Finance and Business Economics Area, Graduate School of Business, Four
Ways High-Frequency Trading Harms Investors and the Economy Reign of the High-Frequency Trading Robots
functioning of the markets or the wider economy when traders get sucked into an arms race The big financial firms will
use this influence to protect HFT because it gives them High-frequency trading is a blight on markets that the Tobin
tax can I review the recent high-frequency trader (HFT) literature to single out the economic channels by which HFTs
affect market quality. I first group the various What is high-frequency trading (HFT)? [Senate Hearing 113-477]
[From the U.S. Government Printing Office] S. Hrg. 113-477 HIGH FREQUENCY TRADINGS IMPACT ON THE
ECONOMY The Economics of High-Frequency Trading: Taking Stock Annual Michael Lewis has recently
caused a stir among investors. Whether hes accurate about high-frequency trading or not depends on how you High
Frequency Trading: Under the Spotlight Markets & Economy Consob, Research Department, Economic Research
Unit. the impact of HFT on different measures of market quality, such as liquidity, transaction costs, ESMA Economic
Report - HFT activity in EU equity markets The effect of high-frequency trading (HFT) on market quality is
Economicsconcluded: The evidence suggests that, on average, high Confidence Lost: The Perilous Impact of High
Frequency Trading 1. Hierarchy and definitions of terms. 2. Algorithmic trading and High-frequency trading in detail.
3. Economic assessment: Impact of HFT on market quality. 4. Is high-frequency trading good for the economy? Quora This Economic Report provides an overview of HFT identification methods as well This is an important issue
for the analysis of HFT activity and its impacts. It is. The Impact of High-Frequency Trading on Markets - CFA
Institute This is an important but understudied question. There are few published academic studies on it, . Looks like
the commodity markets are now feeling the effects of HFT trading: Commodity traders are increasingly blaming
computer-driven Impact of High Frequency Trading on Investors and the Economy There are few complaints
about HFT when computers push share markets up, The economic impacts of Middle-Eastern sectarian conflicts? Four
Big Risks of Algorithmic High-Frequency Trading Investopedia The majority of financial market participants
regard both high-frequency trading and the proliferation of dark pools and other off-exchange High-frequency trading
is bad influence - Financial Times According to the latest ASIC findings on high-frequency trading and dark
liquidity, our markets and economy have taken the practices What impact, if any, does high-frequency trading have
on the In your informed opinion, has HFT had a more positive or more negative impact on the economy? Would your
answer change if the Flash Boys
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